Abstract. Empirical evidence indicates that developers face significant hurdles when the API elements necessary to implement a task are not accessible from the types they are working with. We propose an approach that leverages the structural relationships between API elements to make API methods or types not accessible from a given API type more discoverable. We implemented our approach as an extension to the content assist feature of the Eclipse IDE, in a tool called API Explorer. API Explorer facilitates discoverability in APIs by recommending methods or types, which although not directly reachable from the type a developer is currently working with, may be relevant to solving a programming task. In a case study evaluation, participants experienced little difficulty selecting relevant API elements from the recommendations made by API Explorer, and found the assistance provided by API Explorer helpful in surmounting discoverability hurdles in multiple tasks and various contexts. The results provide evidence that relevant API elements not accessible from the type a developer is working with could be efficiently located through guidance based on structural relationships.
Introduction
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) play a central role in modern-day software development. Software developers often favor reuse of code libraries or frameworks through APIs over re-invention as reuse holds promise of increased productivity. Learning how to use APIs, however, presents several challenges to both novice and expert developers [4, 12, 15, 16] . One such challenge, referred to as the discoverability problem, highlights the difficulty faced by a developer looking for the types and methods of an API necessary to implement a programming task [12, 16] . Empirical evidence indicates that when working on a programming task, most developers look for a main-type central to the scenario to be implemented and explore an API by examining the methods and types referenced in the method signatures of the main-type [16] . As a result, a developer may be at a significant disadvantage when an API method essential to a task is located on a helper-type not directly accessible from the main-type, or when other essential types are not referenced in the signature of the methods on a main-type. For instance, Stylos et al. observed that placing a "send" method on a helper-type such as EmailTransport.send(EmailMessage), instead of having it on the maintype such as EmailMessage.send(), significantly hinders the process of learning how to use APIs; they observed that developers were two to eleven times faster Fig. 1 . Apache Commons wrapper for the JavaMail API placed the "send" method on the main-type, and simplified the process of creating an email message object by providing a default constructor.
at combining multiple objects when relevant API methods and types were accessible from the main-type [16] . A different study which looked at the usability tradeoff between the use of the Factory pattern or a constructor for object construction also reported that developers required significantly more time using a factory than a constructor because factory classes and methods are not easily discoverable from the main-type [4] .
A potential solution to improving discoverability in APIs is to restructure an API to make the methods and types essential to the use of a main-type discoverable. For instance, moving the "send" method from EmailTransport to EmailMessage and providing constructors for object construction instead of the Factory pattern would improve discoverability. However, such a restructuring may not always be beneficial as it could negatively impact other desirable features of an API such as its performance and evolvability, and the client code may also become broken. A second solution to the discoverability problem is to provide an API wrapper. For instance, we are aware of over six API wrappers for the JavaMail 1 API, all aimed at simplifying the process of composing and delivering an email message. One such wrapper, provided by the Apache Commons project, underscores the discoverability issues with the JavaMail API by placing the "send" method on the main-type, and by simplifying object construction through the use of a constructor (see Figure 1 ). The use of API wrappers to resolve discoverabilty problems is promising but may be expensive, and introduces maintenance and versioning problems. Furthermore, developing wrappers introduces the risk of unwittingly altering the behavior of the original API.
In this paper, we propose a novel and an inexpensive approach for improving the discoverability of API elements. Our approach is based on the intuition that the structural relationships between API elements, such as method-parameter relationships, return-type relationships and subtype relationships, can be leveraged to make discoverable the methods and types that are not directly accessible from a main-type. For instance, we can use the fact that EmailTransport.send(Email-Message) takes EmailMessage as a parameter to recommend the "send" method of the EmailTransport class when a developer looks for a "send" method, or something similar, on the EmailMessage class. Similar recommendations can be made for object construction from factory methods, public methods, or subtypes. These can be accomplished without trading off other desirable API features to make elements discoverable, or the need to create and maintain API wrappers.
To investigate our intuition, we built a recommendation system, called API Explorer, 2 which makes use of a special-purpose dependency graph for APIs to provide recommendations based on the structural context in which assistance is requested. We implemented API Explorer as a novel extension of the content assist feature of the Eclipse IDE. Content assist in Eclipse, or IntelliSense as it is called in Microsoft Visual Studio, is limited to showing only the methods available on the object on which it is invoked. API Explorer extends content assist with support for recommending relevant methods on other objects, locating API elements relevant to the use of a method or type, and also providing support for combining the recommended elements. We evaluated API Explorer through a multiple-case study in which eight participants were asked to complete the same four programming tasks using four different real-world APIs, each task presenting multiple discoverability challenges. The results of the study was consistent across the participants and the tasks, and show that API Explorer is effective in assisting a developer discover relevant helper-types not accessible from a maintype. The results also show that the use of structural relationships, combined with the use of content assist to generate and present recommendations, could be a viable, and an inexpensive, alternative when seeking to improve discoverability in APIs. We make the following contributions:
-We present an approach that uses the structural relationships between API elements to make discoverable helper-types not accessible from a main-type. -We provide API Explorer, a publicly available plugin for Eclipse that embodies our approach. API Explorer is the first tool, to our knowledge, that can recommend relevant API methods on other objects through the content assist feature of an IDE. -We present a detailed analysis of data from 32 programming sessions of participants using API Explorer with real-world APIs, showing how our approach is effective in helping developers discover helper-types not reachable from a main-type, and helping us understand the contexts in which the approach would not be effective.
We continue in the next section with an example scenario that highlights typical discoverability hurdles observed in previous studies on API usability.
Motivation
Consider a scenario in which a developer has to implement a solution to compose and deliver an email message using the JavaMail API. Going through the documentation of JavaMail, the developer found Message, the main-type representing an email message. The developer then proceeds by attempting to construct an object of type Message from its default constructor 3 and encounters the first discoverability hurdle: Message is an abstract class. Creating an object of type Message requires three helper-types (MimeMessage, Session, and Properties), none of which are directly accessible from Message (i.e., these helper-types are not referenced or reachable from any of the public members of Message). Eventually, after spending some time going through the documentation, or code examples on the Web, the developer would locate all the types necessary to construct a Message object, and also the information on how these types should be combined. Once Message is created and all the necessary attributes are set, the developer then proceeds to send the email and encounters the second discoverability hurdle: there is no method on the Message object that provides the "send" functionality. The developer must therefore spend more time looking for a helper-type with a method that could be used to send the Message object. The code completion feature of the IDE is not helpful because it can only display the methods available on Message and provides no easy way to discover the existence of a helper-type with a send method. Also, the traditional search tools that come with IDEs do not provide direct support to locate multiple helper-types from a main-type. A developer would have to combine the results from multiple tools (e.g., the type hierarchy and reference search tools) and filter out the search results before potentially finding the relevant helper-types.
This scenario describes a conceptually simple task but highlights discoverability hurdles commonly faced by developers in practice: "...in real world APIs like Java's JDK and Microsoft's .NET, it frequently seems to be the case that the classes [helper-types] one needs are not referenced by the classes [main-type] with which one starts..." [16, p.2] . Thirteen out of twenty participants in a separate exploratory study we conducted to investigate the challenges developers encounter when learning to use APIs experienced some difficulty locating the helper-types relevant to implementing a programming task [2] . We observed that the participants relied on imperfect proxies such as domain knowledge or their expectation of how an API should be structured when looking for helper-types not referenced by a main-type. These attributes are often not consistent across different APIs, and may be misleading, resulting in unsuccessful searches and wasted efforts. This observation raises two research challenges:
-How can we assist developers in efficiently discovering helper-types not accessible from a main-type? -How can we assist developers in the process of combining these related types to implement a task?
We hypothesize that structural relationships between API elements can be leveraged as beacons to assist developers locate helper-types not accessible from a main-type, and in combining these related types. In the next section, we discuss how API Explorer, a tool developed to investigate our hypothesis, could have assisted the developer quickly surmount the hurdles encountered above. We present the heuristics and algorithms enabling API Explorer in Section 4.
API Explorer
API Explorer generates recommendations that would assist a developer discover helper-types not accessible from a main-type based on the structural context in which help is requested. Faced with an object construction hurdle, a developer would query API Explorer for assistance by invoking content assist after the assignment operator. For instance, in the example above, the developer would enter Message m =, then the key sequence Ctrl+Space, and API Explorer would instantly display two options for creating a Message object from MimeMessage (see Figure 2(A) ). API Explorer can provide assistance for creating objects from constructors, subtypes, factory methods, public methods, or static methods. Selecting a recommendation reveals a hoverdoc, containing a rationale, that explains why the element was recommended, and the documentation of the recommended element to help a developer determine its relevance in the given context (see Figure 2 ). Once the developer makes a selection, API Explorer automatically expands the selected recommendation into code that shows how the elements needed to create an object of type Message should be combined (see Figure 2 (B)).
API Explorer provides three options for discovering relevant methods on helper-types. With the first option, API Explorer display methods that take an object of type Message together with the public methods declared on Message through the code completion feature of the Eclipse IDE. To minimize confusion, we differentiated the recommendations of API Explorer using a different icon and appended them after the methods of the main-type. Thus, a developer browsing through the methods of Message using this enhanced code completion feature (i.e., code completion in Eclipse with API Explorer installed) will also come across the method Transport.send(Message). The second option requires the developer to request explicit assistance from API Explorer. For instance, the developer would enter "message.send", where "message" is an object of type Message, and API Explorer would recommend methods named "send" on other types that take an object of type Message as parameter. In this case, API Explorer recommended three "send" methods of the Transport class, and generated code of how these types should be combined once a recommendation is selected by the developer (see Figure 3) . The third option handles cases where a developer might search for a method prefix that does not match the name of any method on the helper-types (e.g., searching for "message.forward" instead of "message.send"). In this case, API Explorer combines structural analysis with synonym analysis to recommend methods with a name similar to what the developer is looking for (see Figure 4) . We continue in the next section with the algorithms underlying API Explorer.
API Graph and Recommendation Algorithms
API Explorer relies on a specialized dependency graph for APIs, called API Exploration Graph, and incorporates algorithms that use the information contained in the graph to generate recommendations based on the structural context.
API Exploration Graph
We use an API Exploration Graph (XGraph) to model the structural relationships between API elements. In an XGraph, API elements are represented as nodes; an edge exists between two nodes if the elements represented by the nodes share one of several structural relationships. Nodes: an XGraph uses two kinds of nodes to represent API elements: a node to represent API types such as classes or interfaces, and a node to represent API methods. We model a public constructor as a method that returns an object of the created type. Figure 5 shows the corresponding XGraph. JavaMail uses the types String and Properties from the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). API Explorer maintains an XGraph of the JRE, and automatically links it to the XGraph of APIs referencing types of the JRE, as in Figure 5 . We generate XGraphs from the binaries of APIs using the Javaassist 4 byte code analysis library, and it takes less than one minute to create an XGraph even for large APIs such as the JRE, which includes 3000 types and 9300 methods. API Explorer uses the information in the XGraph to generate recommendations and code showing how the recommended API elements should be combined. We present the recommendation algorithms in Sections 4.2 through 4.5, and use the sample API in Listing 1.1 and its XGraph to present examples of the algorithms.
Edges

Object Construction Algorithm
The object construction algorithm (Algorithm 1) facilitates the discovery of factory methods, static methods, or subtypes that may be needed to construct an object of a given API type, say T (input to the algorithm). The algorithm begins by looking at the created-from edges of the node representing T in the XGraph (lines 4 and 8). The xgraph.getNodes(T,edgeType) method (line 8) returns the API element (a factory method or constructor) each created-from edge points to, for every such edge found on T . The algorithm is designed to first search for a way of creating an object of type T that does not involve its subtypes. We did this to minimize the number of recommendations presented to a user. If no recommendation for creating an object of type T without its subtypes is found, the algorithm proceeds to look at the created-from edges of the subtypes of T (lines 9 to 12). The algorithm uses the is-subtype-of edge to locate the subtypes of T (line 10), then recursively calls the getObjectConstructionProposals method for each subtype (lines 11 to 12). The algorithm continues down the hierarchy until information on how to create an object of type of T is found, or all the subtypes are exhausted. Upon completion, the algorithm presents a list of recommendations showing different ways of creating an object of type T . We present the code generation algorithm in Section 4.5 that recursively looks for the parameters and dependencies of a selected recommendation, and generate code showing how to combine them.
Example. Consider as an example a developer looking for assistance on how to create an object of type Message. The algorithm begins by looking at the createdfrom edges on the Message node. The Message node has no created-from edge; the algorithm then proceeds by looking for subtypes of Message from which an object could be created. For simplicity, our example API has types with only a single object construction option. However, in practice, an API may provide multiple ways of creating objects of a given type. For instance, the JavaMail API provides four options for creating a Session object. In such situations, API Explorer presents all the options to a developer to decide the most appropriate construction pattern in a given usage context. As will be seen in Section 5, the participants of our case study evaluation demonstrated little difficulty selecting a relevant recommendation when presented with multiple options.
Method Recommendation Algorithm
The method recommendation algorithm (Algorithm 2) is based on the observation that if a method a developer needs is not available on the type, T , the developer is working with, then one of the methods which take T , or an ancestor (a class, or an interface) of T , as a parameter may provide the needed functionality. The algorithm uses the is-parameter-of and the is-subtype-of edges of the XGraph to recommend relevant methods on other objects. The algorithm begins by looking at the API methods that take T as a parameter using the is-parameter-of edges at the node T in the XGraph (lines 3, 12 to 15). The algorithm verifies if the name of a method that takes T as a parameter starts with the prefix entered by the user, and if so, adds that method to the list of proposals. If the list of proposals is empty once all the methods that take T as parameter have been examined, the algorithm uses synonym analysis to search for, and recommend, API methods with a name similar to what the developer is looking for. Our intuition is that, a developer looking for an API method to send an email object, if not searching for a method prefixed "send", may be looking for something similar to "send", such as "transmit" or "deliver", instead of something totally unrelated. The synonym analysis part of the algorithm (lines 16 to 21) re-examines all the API methods that take T as parameter. The synonym analysis begins by generating the synonym set for the prefix entered by the user (line 17 ); then for each method of the is-parameter-of edges of T, the algorithm extracts its prefix and generates its synonym set. The methods whose synonym set have one or more elements in common with the synonym set of the prefix entered by the user are added to the list of proposals (lines 20 to 21). API Explorer uses the WordNet 5 dictionary to generate the synonym sets. We also augmented WordNet with common words such as "insert", "put", and "append" often used interchangeable in APIs, and by developers, but which are not necessarily synonyms in the English vocabulary. The method recommendation algorithm may not find a relevant method amongst the methods that take T as a parameter. In this case, the algorithm searches for API methods that take an ancestor of T as a parameter (lines 4 to 8). The algorithm uses the is-subtype-of edges at T to located its ancestors (line 5), and for each ancestor, calls the getMethodProposal method for recommendations (line 6 to 8). Upon completion, the algorithm presents a list of API methods with a prefix matching, or similar, to that entered by the developer, and with object of type T as a parameter. Example. Consider as an example a developer looking for a "send" method on a MimeMessage object. The algorithm begins by looking at the is-parameterof edges of the MimeMessage node, searching for methods prefixed "send" that take MimeMessage as a parameter. The MimeMessage node, however, has no isparameter-of edge; the algorithm then looks for a supertype of MimeMessage by moving up its is-subtype-of edge, and finds the type Message. Next, the algorithm looks at the is-parameter-of edges of the Message node and, this time, finds an edge pointing to the static method sendEmail(Message) on the Transport class. The algorithm does not terminate once the first "send" method is found; it searches for all methods prefixed "send" that can accept a MimeMessage object by looking at other is-parameter-of edges on the current node and on other nodes up the hierarchy. In this example, the algorithm would recommend the only method it found, Transport.sendEmail(Message), to the developer with the knowledge that MimeMessage is a subtype of Message.
Relationship Exploration Algorithm
In our work with APIs, we have observed cases in which a developer has identified two or more types relevant to their programming task, but remains uncertain about how these types are related [2] . Unfortunately, direct support for such an inquiry is unavailable. A developer wanting to verify the relationship between the types T 1 and T 2 must either combine the results of multiple search tools, or go through the documentation of at least one of the types before determining whether or not they are related. Using the XGraph, our relationship exploration algorithm (Algorithm 3) can help a developer efficiently explore the relationships between API types.
The algorithm takes a input an array of API types and the XGraph, and outputs the relationships between the types, if any. Given a single API type typeArray [0] , the algorithm can locate other API types related to it (lines 3 to 4). , the algorithm checks whether the method takes an object of type typeArray [1] , or its ancestor, as a parameter, or has typeArray [1] , or its subtype (represented as <:) as a return type. If so, that method is added to the list of related elements (lines 7, 10 to 16). This same procedure is repeated for the type typeArray [1] (lines 8 to 9), and the relationships between the types are presented to the user. Example. Consider as an example a developer wanting to explore the relationships of MimeMessage. The developer will begin by issuing a query to the relationship exploration algorithm to identify the types related to MimeMessage. The algorithm uses the edges of the XGraph to locate types related to MimeMessage: in this case, the algorithm would reveal that MimeMessage is related to both Message and Transport using the is-subtype-of and the is-parameter-of edges of the XGraph. The developer may then explore the relationship between MimeMessage and one of the related types (e.g., Transport) by selecting Transport. The algorithm then looks at the edges that connect MimeMessage to Transport in the XGraph to provide an explanation of how they are related. The algorithm returns within a second of the query, revealing that MimeMessage and Transport are related through the Transport.sendEmail(Message) method. Traditional "reference search" features, such as that provided in the Eclipse IDE, are unable to determine that MimeMessage is related to Transport.sendEmail(Message) because they are not inheritance-aware. Our relationship exploration algorithm therefore complements existing "reference search" tools.
Algorithm 3: Relationship Exploration
Code Generation Algorithm
The code generation algorithm is triggered only when a recommendation is selected. This algorithm is intended to show a developer how to correctly coordinate the main-type and helper-types. If the selected recommendation is a constructor, the algorithm first determines whether or not it has parameters. If the constructor has no parameters, the algorithm generates code showing how to use the default constructor. For constructors with parameters, the code generation algorithm first generates an identifier for the non-primitive parameters, and for each non-primitive parameter T, calls the object construction algorithm to determine how to create an object of type T. The algorithm uses the methodparameter relationship to determine how the statements should be ordered and how they relate to each other.
If the selected recommendation is an API method, the algorithm uses the requires edge to determine whether or not the method is static. For a non-static method, the algorithm begins by calling the object construction algorithm to create an object of the type on which the method is defined, before invoking it. Then, for each non-primitive parameter T of the selected method, the code generation algorithm calls the object construction algorithm to determine how to create an object of type T. For a static API method (i.e., method without a requires edge), the algorithm only has to create objects for each non-primitive parameter. The algorithm does not create objects for non-primitive parameter types already available from the context in which API Explorer was invoked -it uses variables in the context that match a given parameter type. For instance, if a developer selects Transport.send(Message) from the recommendations on how to send a Message object m1, the code generation algorithm will not create a new Message object, but will pick m1 from the context, and output Transport.send(m1).
Design rationale
We designed our approach with the awareness that a main-type may have several helper-types, with each helper-type relevant to a different programming scenario. For instance, the type Message of the JavaMail API has the method Transport.send(Message) as a helper-type for sending email objects, and the method SearchTerm.match(Message) as a helper-type for locating email objects that satisfy a given search criterion. Similarly, an API type may have several object construction patterns, with each pattern relevant to a different usage scenario. Our approach does not attempt to guess which helper-type is relevant for a given programming scenario; it recommends all valid helper-types in a given structural context, and allows the developer to select the most appropriate helper-type for a given programming scenario. We designed our approach this way for two reasons: first, a heuristic that attempts to narrow down the list of recommended help-types by removing those considered irrelevant in a given scenario may inadvertently hide a helper-type most appropriate for a given scenario. Such a mistake will further undermine discoverability, the very problem our approach is intended to solve. To avoid hampering discoverability, we opted for a design that relies on the developer to select the helper-type most appropriate for a given task. Second, our experience working with APIs indicates that developers have little problem selecting relevant API elements from a list of recommendations. We therefore expect that developers will have little difficulty selecting the most appropriate helper-type from a list of possible helper-types for a given programming task. We discuss the extent to which our expectations were valid in Section 5.
Evaluation
Our evaluation had two goals: first, to show the extent to which our assumptions about the API exploration behavior of developers, and their ability to select relevant recommendations, are reflected in realistic API usage contexts; and second, to understand the contexts in which API Explorer may be helpful in discovering helper-types not accessible from a given main-type. Given that we were interested in studying how the approach supports people (as opposed to the performance of algorithms taken in isolation), we favored a qualitative evaluation methodology. We reasoned that a qualitative evaluation of our approach in the context of several programming tasks will enable us to reliably evaluate the assumptions and observations on which our approach is based, and to understand the contexts in which the approach would not be effective.
Case Study Design
We used a case study methodology to evaluate our approach. Yin introduces the case study methodology as "an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context" [20, p. 13], and Easterbrook et al. explains that the case study methodology is particularly suited for evaluating software tools "where the context is expected to play a role in the phenomena" [3, p. 297], as in the case of API Explorer. For example, Holmes and Murphy used a case study evaluation to provide an in-depth understanding of how and why their Strathcona tool was helpful, ICSE '05 [6] .
In the case study methodology, the cases (programming tasks, in our setting) are selected to represent the phenomenon being studied, and each case is considered as a replication, rather than a member of a sample [3, 20] . Furthermore, our case study methodology emphasizes generalization to similar contexts (i.e, if the selected cases supports our hypotheses, then it is expected that similar cases will be supported by our approach), not statistical generalization [20, p. 31] . The goal of our case study was to answer the following questions: Q.1 To what degree are our assumptions about the API exploration behavior of developers reflected in practice? Q. 2 In which ways can structural relationships help when trying to increase the discoverability of API elements necessary to solve a task? Q.3 Would a developer be able to select a helper-type relevant to their task when presented with a list of possible helper-types? Q. 4 In which situations would API Explorer not be helpful, and why?
A. Programming tasks. Our approach is intended to assist developers locate helper-types not accessible from a type they may be working with. We therefore selected programming tasks that typified the discoverability hurdles our approach is intended to solve. Three of the tasks (the Email, XML, and Chart tasks) selected for the study have been the subject of previous studies that investigated the discoverability problem [2, 16] . Email task: we asked the participants to use the JavaMail API to implement a solution that would compose and deliver an email message. To complete the task, a participant needed to create and configure at least four API types, all created from factory methods or subtypes, and needed to discover a key relationship between Message and Transport to send the email message. We used version 1.4.2 of the JavaMail API, which has five packages and 91 non-exception classes. XML task: we asked the participants to use the Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) 6 to verify whether the structure of an XML file conforms to a given XML schema file. This task required the combination of at least four API types (Validator, Schema, SchemaFacotry, and Source); we selected this task to evaluate the object construction feature because of the unique challenges it presents -all the required types are abstract with no subtypes; the types must be created from factory or public methods (e.g., Validator can only be created from Schema.newValidator()). We used version 1.4 of the JAXP API, which has 23 packages and 207 non-exception classes.
Chart task: we asked the participants to use the JFreeChart 7 API to create a pie chart and to save the chart to a file in a graphic format. To complete this task, a participant needed to coordinate at least five API types, and had to discover the relationship between JFreeChart, the type for representing charts, and ChartUtilities, the type needed to save the chart. We used version 1.0.13 of the JFreeChart API, which has 37 packages and 426 non-exception classes. PDF Task: we asked the participants to use the PDFBox 8 API to implement a solution to merge two PDF files. This task required the combination of just two API types: PDFDocument and MergerUtility. However, the relationship between PDFDocument and MergerUtility (related through an "append" method on MergerUtility) cannot be determined through synonym analysis since "merge" is not a synonym of "append". We were interested in investigating whether the participants would be able to use other features of API Explorer to discover this key relationship. We used version 1.2.1 of the PDFBox API, which has 31 packages and 307 non-exception classes.
B. Study participants.
We recruited eight participants (henceforth referred to as P1, ..., and P8) through our departmental mailing list. Our participants reported between 1.5 and 3 years of experience programming with Java, with a median Java programming experience of 2.5 years. All the participants had at least six months experience working with the Eclipse IDE. None of the participants, with the exception of P1, had used any of the four APIs in the study; P1 had used the JFreeChart API in the past, but in a task different from ours and could not remember the types provided by the API.
C. Study procedure.
We provided each participant with a tutorial of the features of API Explorer before the study began, and asked the participants to use API Explorer whenever they believed a feature it provides could be helpful. We also provided each participant with a description of the tasks and the documentation of the APIs. The four tasks were completed in the same order by the participants, and the participants were allowed a maximum of forty minutes per task. We asked the participants to think-aloud whenever API Explorer was used to allow us to understand why the assistance of API Explorer was needed, why the participant selected a given recommendation, and whether or not the assistance provided by API Explorer was helpful. We also used screen capturing software to document all the actions of the participants. To avoid influencing the behavior of the participants, we did not inform them of which types of an API were relevant to each task, or which type of an API to start from; the decision of how to approach each task was left to each participant.
Results
The study produced a total of over 16 hours of screen captured videos and verbalizations of eight participants using API Explorer in 32 different programming sessions. Our analysis of the data from the study focused on the questions the study was designed to answer. We begin by presenting task-level observations that show the degree to which the API exploration behavior of the participants supports the hypothesis on which our approach is based (Q.1). For each task, and for each participant, we provide observations on how the participant approached the task, and the degree to which API Explorer was effective in helping the participant discover helper-types not accessible from a main-type. Then, we present episode-level observations: an analysis of all the instances in which API Explorer was used by each participant, the degree to which a participant was able to select relevant recommendations, and the discoverability contexts in which API Explorer proved helpful (Q.2 and Q.3). Lastly, we look at situations in which API Explorer was not helpful (Q.4).
A. Tasks-Level Observations.
The first question (Q.1) was intended to investigate the degree to which the behavior of our participants supports our main hypothesis (when working on a task, a developer typically starts from a main-type central to the programming scenario before looking for helper-types) and to evaluate the degree to which API Explorer would be helpful in discovering relevant helper-types. Due to space restrictions, we present a detailed outline of the observations from the Email task, and summarize the observations from the other tasks in Table 1 9 . All eight participants started the Email tasks by looking for a type representing an email message. They all found the abstract class Message from the documentation and proceeded to query API Explorer for assistance on how to create an object of type Message. API Explorer provided two recommendations: MimeMessage(Session) and MimeMessage(Session,InputStream), both constructors from the subtype MimeMessage; seven of the participants selected MimeMessage(Session), P5 selected MimeMessage(Session,InputStream) thinking InputStream is needed to set the email content. P5 later reverted to MimeMessage-(Session). After selecting MimeMessage(Session), API Explorer provided four recommendations on how to create a Session object from factory methods, and all the eight participants selected Session.getInstance(Properties), to complete the process of creating a Message object.
The participants approached the next part of the task, sending the email message, differently. P1 started with the documentation in search for assistance on how to send the message but did not find Transport. He then browsed through the methods of Message using the enhanced code completion (EC) feature of Eclipse when he noticed Transport.send(Message) amongst the recommendations of API Explorer. P5 and P8 also used the EC to discover Transport.send(Message) directly from Message. Participants P2, P3, P4, P6, and P7 all used the synonym analysis (SA) feature of API Explorer to query for a recommendation for "Message.send", and received four recommendations from which they discovered three different "send" methods on the Transport class.
We present a summary of the observations from the other tasks in Table 1 . For each task, we indicate whether the participant started from the main-type before looking for the helper-type, whether the participant was able to use API Explorer (APIX) to discover the helper-type directly from the main-type, and the API Explorer feature that was used to make the discovery. For the Chart task, seven of the eight participants started from the main-type JFreeChart before looking for the helper-type ChartUtilities. Only P6 started from ChartUtilities before looking for JFreeChart, and this occurred because P6 had difficulties finding the main-type and happened to stumble on ChartUtilities. Six of the eight participants successfully used APIX to discover ChartUtilities directly from JFreeChart. P5 did not attempt to use APIX to look for a helper-type; he came up with an improvised solution that created a BufferedImage from JFreeChart. For the PDF task, all the eight participants started from the main-type PDFDocument before looking for the helper-type MergerUtility, and seven of the participants successfully used APIX to discover MergerUtility directly from PDFDocument. P8 used synonym analysis with "PDFDocument.merge" but got no recommendations. He made no attempt to use other features of APIX, such as the enhanced code completion, that could have helped him discover MergerUtility; he came up with an improvised solution for merging the documents.
Five of the eight participants in the XML task started with the main-type Validator; the other three started with the helper-type Schema. The domain that provided support for validation had only six classes, with Schema at the top of the list, and Validator at the end: that could have influenced the three participants that started with Schema. Six of the participants used the object construction feature to discover how to create a Validator object from Schema.newValidator(), the other two used the documentation.
The results were consistent across the eight participants and in most of the tasks: the participants typically began exploring an API from the main-type before looking for a relevant helper-type, and successfully used API Explorer to discover relevant helper-types directly from a main-type.
B. Episode-Level Observations.
To answer questions Q.2, Q.3, and Q.4, we analyzed all the segments of the screen captured videos, which we called episodes, corresponding to instances in which a participant used API Explorer to discover API elements relevant to a task. In our analysis, we focused on the degree to which a participant was able to select API elements relevant to a task from the recommendations of API Explorer, the discoverability contexts in which the assistance of API Explorer was requested, and whether or not the assistance provided was helpful. We consider the assistance provided by API Explorer helpful if its recommendations contains an API element relevant to a given request, and if the participant was able to recognize and select the relevant element. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 2 . The third column (# of usage episodes) of Table 2 shows the number of episodes where API Explorer was used, per participant and per discoverability context. For instance, P1 used API Explorer 21 times: four times to discover relevant methods on other API types (row METH), 16 times to discover API elements necessary to construct an object of a given API type (row OBJ), and once to look for types related to a given API type that could be used to perform a given operation (e.g., types related to PDFDocument that could be used for merging; row ER). The participants requested the assistance of API Explorer a combined total of 161 times. The fourth column presents the average number of recommendations per episode for each of the different discoverability contexts. The average number of recommendations ranged from about 2 to 15 recommendations per episode.
The fifth column presents the number of episodes in which a participant was unable to select or recognize an API element relevant to a task from the recommendations made by API Explorer. We observed only two instances in which a participant was unable to select a relevant API element from the recommendations of API Explorer. In the first instance, P3 had requested the list of API types related to PDFDocument while looking for a type that could be used for merging PDF files. API Explorer provided a list with 12 API types, including MergerUtility, but P3 failed to notice it because it was not visible, and P3 did not scroll to examine the entire list. In the second instance, P7 had requested for assistance on how to create a Schema object, and received eight recommendations: P7 selected DocumentBuilder.getSchema() instead of SchemaFactory.newSchema(File), but later reverted to SchemaFactory.newSchema-(File) when she realized a schema file was provided for the task. API Explorer was not helpful in only seven of the 161 episodes in which it was used (last column): we address these situations below where we look at the limitations of our approach.
The participants experienced little difficulty selecting API elements relevant to a given programming scenario when presented with a list of possible helpertypes. API Explorer also proved mostly helpful when looking for helper-types relevant to creating an object, relevant helper-methods on other objects, and
when looking for types related to a given API type that could be used to perform a given operation.
C. Limitations of our approach.
Our approach will not be helpful if the relationships between API elements can only be determined at runtime. The last column of Table 2 shows other situations in which our approach was not helpful: these involve the synonym analysis and relationship exploration features of API Explorer.
The effectiveness of our synonym analysis algorithm depends on API methods respecting naming conventions such as method names beginning with action verbs, not acronyms, and on the ability of a developer to provide a prefix that match, or is a synonym to the name of a relevant method on a helper-type. In two instances, P2 and P8 had sought for assistance on how to merge PDF files using synonym analysis with "PDFDocument.merge" but received no recommendation. This was expected as "merge" is not a synonym of the "append" method on MergerUtility. We had designed the PDF task to see whether the participants would be able to use other features of API Explorer to discover MergerUtility from PDFDocument. In particular, to address the limitations of the synonym analysis feature, we enhanced the default Eclipse code completion feature with the ability to display not only the methods defined on type T , but also the API methods that take an object of type T as a parameter. For instance, a developer browsing through the methods of Message using this enhanced code completion feature will also come across the method Transport.send(Message). Thus, a relevant helper-method not recommended by synonym analysis will be discovered when the developer looks through the methods of T . As shown in Table 1 (PDF task), six of the eight participants were able to use the enhanced code completion feature to discover MergerUtility directly from PDFDocument.
Our relationship exploration algorithm has two limitations: it can not identify the API types that throw a given exception, and can only identify direct relationships between API types. P1 had looked for types related to SendFailedException that could be used to send an email message but was misinformed that there was no related type, although this exception is thrown by Transport. This occurred because the current version of our XGraph does not support types related through thrown exceptions. However, P1 subsequently discovered Transport.send with the assistance of the method recommendation feature of API Explorer. P2 was misinformed that Document is not related to Source, although they are related through DOMSource(Document), a constructor of a subtype of Source. This occurred because our relationship exploration algorithm does not consider indirect relationships between API elements. We plan on extending our XGraph and algorithms to show API types that throw a given exception and to support indirect relationships between API elements.
Summary
Overall, the results of the study were consistent across the participants and for most of the tasks: the participants began exploring the APIs from a main-type before looking for the helper-types, and were mostly successful at using API Explorer to locate helper-types not accessible from a main-type. The participants also experienced little trouble selecting relevant elements when presented with multiple recommendations. Our understanding of the domain enabled us to select tasks from real-world APIs with discoverability hurdles typical to those that have been identified in the literature [4, 16] . We therefore expect our observations to generalize to similar contexts, namely, when seeking to make API elements not directly accessible from a given API type more discoverable. The participants expressed four reasons why they considered the assistance provided by API Explorer helpful:
-Saves time (P2, P3, P4, P5, P7, P8): "It would have taken me a lot of time to go [to the documentation] and find which class will have a merge functionality. Using the tool, I could find MergeUtility directly from PDFDocument" -P2. -Increases awareness (P1, P4, P6, P7, P8): "this is another thing I really like.
A lot of times when you look at an API, you look at just the first constructor and use that. API Explorer shows me other better options that I wouldn't have looked for." -P1. -Serves as a reminder (P1): "I couldn't remember the proper way of using it [the JFreeChart class] and was reminded by the tool" -P1. -Unmasks hidden relationships (P1, P2, P4, P5, P7, P8): "If you want to save something, you would like to say object.save() but that option is usually not provided; usually, it is something.save(object) [that is provided]. It [API Explorer] is useful because it can make the association between the object you want to save and the method that you need to call" -P1.
API Explorer recursively shows a participant how to create and relate objects necessary to use a selected recommendation, even if the required objects comes from commonly used types. Two participants (P4 and P6) complained that this was not necessary for commonly used types such as the String class: "telling me how to construct a String might not necessarily be the most helpful thing because it is commonly used." -P6.
Threats to validity
As indicated in Section 5.1, our method of choice for evaluating API Explorer was the case study, which emphasizes exploration of the relation between a phenomenon and its context as opposed to generalization. In particular, the diversity of APIs and programming languages present factors which limits the generalizability of the results of our study. First, API Explorer will not be helpful for APIs without helper types, or APIs without indirect object construction patterns such as the Factory pattern. The same is true for an API with a well-written API documentation that include actual usage examples. History, however, suggests that we are far from these ideals: there are situations where it seems reasonable to provide a Factory, instead of a constructor, and to provide helper-types. It is for such situations that we envisage tools such as API Explorer to remain helpful in facilitating discoverablity in APIs. Second, although the tasks used in our evaluation were drawn from real-world APIs, it is likely that they did not uncover every discoverability hurdle that could occur in practice. In particular, very few indirect relationships, a feature not currently supported by API Explorer, were uncovered by the evaluation. As future work, we plan on extending API Explorer to support indirect relationships and to conduct further studies to evaluate this feature. Lastly, some APIs have the notion of an internal API, intended to be used by the designers only, and the public API, for general use. The current version of API Explorer does not take these differences in account when making recommendations; there is therefore the possibility that recommendations made by API Explorer may be from the internal API, a practice discouraged by API designers.
Related work
Improving Code Completion Tools. Previous work on code completion systems focused either on re-ordering the list of methods accessible on a given type, or on predicting the method of an API type most likely to be called next in a given context. Robbes et al. modeled the change history of systems as atomic operations and used this history to predict the method of an object most likely to be called next in a given context [11] . Bruch et al. used example code in code repositories to improve the ordering of the list of suggested methods [1] . These previous works can only suggest or re-order elements accessible on the object on which code completion is requested. API Explorer is a novel extension of code completion, capable of suggesting relevant methods on other objects, and providing support for locating elements relevant to the use of a given API type.
Other IDE Tools. IDEs provide tools that could be used to search for places where an API type is referenced, and potentially, locate elements not structurally accessible from a given type. These tools are suited for code comprehension, not API exploration, and there is no evidence that a participant from any of the previous studies even attempted to use these tools when learning how to use APIs [2, 4, 15, 16] . On the contrary, observations from previous studies indicated that the content assist feature is the most widely used when exploring APIs [15, 16] .
Documentation Improvement Tools. Some efforts on facilitating the discovery of API elements have focused on improving the API documentation. Kim et al. proposed eXoaDocs [9] , a tool that integrates code snippets mined from source code search engines into the Java API documentation, making factory methods or subtypes necessary for object construction discoverable. Jadeite [17] uses usage statistics of the types and methods of an API from code examples found on the Web to help developers find commonly used API elements from the documentation, and also integrates code snippets on how to construct objects of API types in the documentation. Jadeite also has a concept, similar to our method recommendation feature, known as a "placeholder" which allows a developer to annotate the documentation with the name of a method expected to be located on a given API type, and to link the "placeholder" to an actual method of the API that should be used instead. API Explorer, in contrast, automatically identifies relevant methods on other API types using the structural relationships between API elements, and presents this information through the code completion feature of the IDE. Furthermore, Jadeite and eXoaDocs require large collections of example usages of APIs. API Explorer, in contrast, is lightweight, leveraging the structural relationships between API elements, not collections of code examples, to make API elements discoverable.
Example Recommender Tools. These tools leverage the proliferation of code examples on the Web and open-source repositories to make learning how to use APIs easier; they differ in the approach used to retrieve code examples and in the kind of support afforded to API users. CodeBroker [19] uses comments and method signatures written by the programmer to recommend methods from code repositories. Strathcona [6] uses the structural context of the code under development such as the parent class of the framework type being extended, and the signature of API methods to retrieve relevant code examples from a repository. MAPO uses pattern mining techniques to identify code snippets and method call sequence that show how to use a given API method [21] . Prospector [10] , ParseWeb [18] , and XSnippet [13] take queries of the form "source-type → destination-type", and recommend code examples that show how to get the destination-type from the source-type. Jiang et al. [8] , Salah [14] , and Heydarnoori [5] proposed tools which use dynamic analysis of the interaction between sample applications and APIs to identify valid usage scenarios and valid call sequence of API methods. Code Conjurer [7] uses test cases written by programmers to retrieve example usages of APIs element from code repositories. Prospector and XSnippet are the most similar to API Explorer because they combine the use of code examples with the structural relationships between API elements such as return types and method parameters to identify relevant method call sequences that link a source-type to a destination-type. However, the support provided by Prospector and XSnippet is limited to object construction only, and for both tools to work, a developer is expected to provide both a source-type and a destination-type. As observed in our case study, and also in a previous API usability study [2] , a developer may not even be aware of the necessary destination-type. With API Explorer, developers can obtain object construction support with only a source-type. Furthermore, API Explorer extends these works by using structural relationships to make relevant API methods not accessible from an API type discoverable.
Conclusion
Learning how to use APIs is major part of a software developer's job. Even experienced developers must learn newer parts of an existing API, or newer APIs, when working on a new project. This paper addresses one of the challenges developers face when learning a new API: discovering relevant helper-types not accessible from a main-type they are working with. We have proposed an approach that leverages structural relationships to make relevant API elements not accessible on a given API type discoverable. We implemented our approach in a tool called API Explorer, and evaluated the approach through a multiplecase study in which eight participants replicated four programming tasks with several discoverability hurdles. The results of the study was consistent across the participants and the tasks: API Explorer effectively assisted the participants to locate helper-types not accessible from a main-type in different discoverability contexts. The participants also experienced little difficulty selecting relevant API elements from the recommendations of API Explorer. The results provide initial evidence that the use of structural relationships to make API elements discoverable could be a viable, and an inexpensive, alternative to API wrappers or API restructuring when seeking to improve discoverability in APIs.
